Minutes of Public Hearings held August 10, 1998

Public hearings with the following present: Mayor Horace Fincher; Aldermen Louis Trouart, Gerry Elias, Juan Garcia, Mark Bowen and Bennie Evans; City Secretary Josie Campa; Police Chief Kathy Ray.


Mayor Fincher opened the first public hearing at 6:30 p.m. and explained the reason for the hearing was to consider the request for rezoning by Horatio Garcia. He asked for public comments concerning this request. Since there were no comments, pro or con, the hearing was closed at 6:31 p.m.

The Mayor called the second public hearing to order at 6:31 p.m. and announced the reason for the hearing was to consider the requests from Ruth Garcia, Jose Garcia and Boyd McMillan for placement of mobile homes on designated properties.

The Mayor asked for public comments on the requests from Ruth Garcia, Jose Garcia and Boyd McMillan, respectively. The Mayor announced that a letter had been received in favor of the requests from Ruth and Jose Garcia, but no cons.
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The Mayor said there are cons to the request from Boyd McMillan, due to the location named in the application. Since there were no comments, the hearing was closed at 6:35 p.m.
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